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We study the coupled translational, electronic, and field dynamics
of the combined system a two-level atom + a single-mode quan-
tized field + a standing-wave ideal cavity. In the semiclassical
approximation with a point-like atom, interacting with the classi-
cal field, the dynamics is described by the Heisenberg equations for
the atomic and field expectation values which are known to pro-
duce semiclassical chaos under appropriate conditions. We derive
Hamilton  Schrodinger equations for probability amplitudes and
averaged position and momentum of a point-like atom interacting
with the quantized field in a standing-wave cavity. They constitute,
in general, an infinite-dimensional set of equations with an infinite
number of integrals of motion which may be reduced to a dynamical
system with four degrees of freedom if the quantized field is sup-
posed to be initially prepared in a Fock state. This system is found
to produce semiquantum chaos with positive values of the maximal
Lyapunov exponent. At exact resonance, the semiquantum dynam-
ics is regular. At large values of detuning jδj  1, the Rabi atomic
oscillations are usually shallow, and the dynamics is found to be
almost regular. The Doppler  Rabi resonance, deep Rabi oscilla-
tions that may occur at any large value of jδj to be equal to jαp0j,
is found numerically and described analytically (with α to be the
normalized recoil frequency and p0 the initial atomic momentum).
Two gedanken experiments are proposed to detect manifestations
of semiquantum chaos in real experiments. It is shown that in the
chaotic regime values of the population inversion z
out
, measured
with atoms after transversing a cavity, are so sensitive to small
changes in the initial inversion z
in
that the probability of detecting
any value of z
out
in the admissible interval [−1, 1] becomes almost
unity in a short time. Chaotic wandering of a two-level atom in a
quantized Fock field is shown to be fractal. Fractal-like structures,
typical with chaotic scattering, are numerically found in the depen-
dence of the time of exit of atoms from the cavity on their initial
momenta.
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1 Introduction
The correspondence between quantum and classical worlds has been a subject
of much interest from the early days of quantum mechanics. The emergence
of classical dynamical chaos from quantum mechanics is one of the most de-
bated problem in this field [?]. Isolated and bounded quantum systems do not
show sensitive dependence on initial conditions in the same way as classical
systems due to discreteness of quantum phase space and lacking of notion of
trajectories in quantum mechanics. The Schrodinger equation for an isolated
quantum system demonstrates only (quasi)periodic solutions even if the classi-
cal counterpart of the quantum system under consideration would be chaotic.
However, it is valid only if the quantum system is assumed to be absolutely
isolated from the surroundings.
In this paper, we study the temporal evolution of the strongly coupled atom-
field system consisting of a single two-level atom interacting with a single
mode of the quantized field in a standing-wave ideal cavity without any leak-
age of photons. If the atom is assumed to be at rest the respective Jaynes
 Cummings Hamiltonian is known to be integrable in the rotating-wave ap-
proximation both under fully quantum and semiclassical descriptions [?]. If the
atom moves with a constant velocity (the Raman  Nath approximation) in
the direction along which the coefficient of the atom-field coupling is changed
(say, periodically) the semiclassical evolution of the expectation values of the
atomic and field operators has been shown to be chaotic [?,?,?] with positive
values of the maximal Lyapunov exponent in respective ranges of control pa-
rameters. The same time-periodic Hamiltonian has been shown to generate
quasiperiodic solutions of the respective time-dependent Schrodinger equation
for the probability amplitudes [?]. The Jaynes  Cummings system possesses
two degrees of freedom, the electronic (internal) atomic one and the field one.
In fact, when emitting and absorbing photons, an atom not only changes its
internal state but its velocity is changed as well due to the photon recoil. It
is a pronouncing effect with cold atoms in a laser field (see for a review, for
example, [?]). Taking into account the translational (external) atomic degree
of freedom, we get the autonomous Hamiltonian (1) with three degrees of
freedom. The respective semiclassical equations of motion for the expectation
values of the atomic position and momentum operators, the atomic popula-
tion operator, and the combined atom-field operators have been shown to be
chaotic [?,?] with positive values of the maximal Lyapunov exponent. The
semiclassical atom-field dynamics has been shown to demonstrate many in-
teresting features, including the interaction of nonlinear resonances [?], atomic
fractals [?,?], Levy flights and anomalous atomic diffusion [?], and the Doppler
 Rabi resonance [?].
In this paper, we go further in quantizing the atom-photon interaction in
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a standing-wave cavity. The field and internal atomic degrees of freedoms
are treated as fully quantum ones obeying the Schrodinger equation. They
are coupled to the external atomic degree of freedom obeying the Hamilton
equations. Such a quantum-classical hybrid may be considered as a reality-
based model of interaction between a quantum system and the surroundings.
From the standpoint of dynamical system theory, the hybrid is described
by an infinite-dimensional set of nonlinear ODE's with an infinite number
of integrals of motion with clear physical meanings (see Eqs. (18)  (21)).
Any state of the quantized field may be represented as a superposition of a
number of the so-called Fock states jni, where n is the number of photons
in the respective state. Any state of a two-level atom is a superposition of
its ground and excited states. The Hilbert space of the quantized atom-field
subsystem (which should be treated as a whole unity) is an infinite direct
sum of two-dimensional subspaces in each of which the so-called number of
excitations should be conserved in the process of evolution. The atom-field
quantized subsystem evolves in such a way that transitions, belonging to the
subspaces with different values of the number of excitations, are forbidden.
The main aim of the paper is to investigate the effects of quantization on those
properties of the system that produce dynamical chaos.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the system under
consideration and the respective Hamiltonian. In Sec. 3 we derive the Heisen-
berg equations for the expectation values of the atomic and field operators and
review briefly the properties of semiclassical chaos. Our main results are given
in Sec. 4 where we derive the Hamilton  Schrodinger equations of motion
for a two-level atom in a quantized field, study the quantum Doppler  Rabi
resonance, the properties of semiquantum chaos, and atomic fractals in the
Fock quantized field.
2 Two-level atom with recoil in a standing-wave cavity
We consider a single two-level atom with the frequency !a of an electric dipole
transition and mass ma moving in an ideal cavity which sustains a single
standing-wave mode along the axis x with the frequency !f and the wave
vector kf . In the strong coupling limit, where the coefficient of the coupling
Ω0 is much greater than all the relaxation rates, the atom-field dynamics may













whose summands describe the kinetic and internal energies of the atom, the
field energy, and the energy of the atom-field interaction, respectively. The
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momentum P^ , position X^, atomic ^, and field a^; a^y operators satisfy the
standard commutations relations:
[X^; P^ ] = i~; [^; ^z ] = 2^; [^+; ^−] = ^z; [a^; a^y] = 1: (2)
Operators belonging to different degrees of freedom commute with each other
at the same time moment.
In the process of emitting and absorbing photons an atom not only changes its
internal electronic state but its external translational state is changed as well
due to the photon recoil effect. An interplay between the electronic, transla-
tional, and field degrees of freedom of the strongly coupled atom-field system
may be described as in the Heisenberg as in the Schrodinger pictures.
3 Heisenberg equations for the atomic and field expectation values
and semiclassical dynamics
It is convenient to write down the Heisenberg equations for the following
operators:






; v^ = i
a^y^− − a^^+√
N^
; ^z ; (3)
where N^ = a^ya^ + (^z + I^)=2 is a constant operator of the total number of
excitations and I^ the identity operator. The derivative of an arbitrary operator
A^ with respect to the normalized time  = Ω0t
i~
_^
A = [A^; H^ ] (4)




N^ u^ sin x^;
_^u = v^;
_^v = −u^ + 2
√
N^ ^z cos x^;
_^z= −2
√
N^ v^ cos x^;
(5)









are the normalized recoil frequency and the detuning between the field and
the atomic frequencies, respectively. The parameter  = 2!R=Ω0 characterizes
the average change in translational energy ~!R in the process of emission and
absorption of a photon. The set (5) is not closed. In order to describe fully
quantized dynamics one should write down the equations of motion for all the
products of the operators (3) and their functions which, in turn, would gener-
ate another operator products and respective equations of motion and so on.
This process, in general, generates an infinite hierarchy of operator equations.
The simplest way to resolve this problem is to take quantum expectation val-
ues over an initial quantum state and to factorize all the operator products in




N u sin x;
_u = v;
_v = −u + 2
p
N z cos x;
_z = −2
p
N v cos x;
(7)
for the classical variables, namely, the atomic position x = hx^i and momen-
tum p = hp^i, the atom-field variables u = hu^i and v = hv^i, and the atomic
population inversion z = h^zi. A conserved number of excitations in the sys-
tem N = hN^i = n + (z + 1)=2 is the additional control parameter. The set (7)






N cos x− 
2
z; R2 = u2 + v2 + z2; (8)
where W is the conserved total energy and R2 reflects the conservation of
the length of the Bloch vector in the limit of the large number of photons,
n = ha^ya^i  1. The set (7) (with slightly another normalization) has been
derived in [?,?].
In deriving Eqs. (7) from an infinite hierarchy of Heisenberg operator equa-
tions, we treat an atom as a point particle that may be justified if its mo-
mentum is much greater then the photon momentum ~kf , i. e. if jpj  1.
Factorization of all the operator products in the respective operator equations
means that we do not take into account either quantum nature of the field
or quantum correlations between all the atomic and field degrees of freedom.
It is justified if n  1. Moreover, the procedure of reducing operator equa-
tions to semiclassical ones is not unique because the form of the resulting
semiclassical equations depends on the factorization procedure. Semiclassical
equations of motion, different from (7), have been derived in [?,?] with the
same Hamiltonian (1). All of them, of course, has the same form in the limit
n  1.
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It has been found in a series of papers [?,?,?,?,?] that the semiclassical equa-
tions of motion of the strongly coupled atom-field system in a standing wave
cavity produce different types of motion. At exact resonance,  = 0, the
motion is regular since the set (7) gains an additional conserved quantity
u() = u(0) = u0 which reflects the conservation of the atom-field interaction
energy at  = 0. Depending on the values of the initial atomic momentum
p0, an atom either oscillates periodically in a potential well of the stand-
ing wave or flies over its potential hills. In resonance, the optical potential
U = −u0
p
N cos x − z=2 coincides with the standing wave structure. The
oscillations of the internal atomic energy, the so-called Rabi oscillations z(),
and the oscillations of the atom-field variables, u() and v(), are regular as
well. The center-of-mass motion of the atom does not depend on the Rabi os-
cillations, but its frequency depends on the initial interaction energy u0 since
it determines the depth of the optical potential wells. In contrary, the Rabi
oscillations depend on the translational motion since the strength of the atom-
field coupling depends on the position of an atom in a cavity. The respective
exact solutions of Eqs. (7) with  = 0 one can found in [?].
Out of resonance,  6= 0, the set (7) with two integrals (8) is an autonomous
Hamiltonian system whose motion takes place on a three-dimensional hyper-
surface. It has, generally speaking, a positive Lyapunov exponent  which has
been computed in the paper [?] as a function of the control parameters  and 
and of the initial atomic momentum p0. It follows from the first two equations
in (7) that the atomic center-of-mass motion is described by the equation for
a physical pendulum with a frequency modulation
x¨ + 
p
N u() sinx = 0; (9)
where u is a function of time and all the other variables. Following to [?,?]
one can show that Eq. (9) may produce a stochastic layer in a neighbourhood
of the unperturped separatrix. Analogously to what has been done in [?],
the normalized (to a separatrix value) width of the stochastic layer may be
estimated as follows








2 + 4N is the normalized Rabi frequency and the frequency
! =
√
2N3=2jj=Ω characterizes small-amplitude oscillations. It should be
noted that  gives the lower bound for the layer width (see [?]).
Center-of-mass motion of a two-level atom in an ideal standing-wave cavity
has been found in [?] to be anomalous. A typical chaotic atomic trajectory
consists of intervals of regular motion with an almost constant velocity in
each interval (Levy flights) interrupted by erratic walks. Such an intermit-
tency is typical of Hamiltonian systems with nonhomogeneous phase space
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with a fractal-like structure consisting of KAM tori, cantori, chains of islands,
stochastic sea, etc. [?]. From this point of view, the Levy flights may be un-
derstood as those trajectories that stick to islands boundaries for a long
time. The representative point on a typical chaotic trajectory sooner or later
approaches, as closely as desirable, an island boundary that separates regular
and chaotic motions. Nearby such a boundary, the maximal Lyapunov expo-
nent  goes to zero, and cantories block the trajectory escape to the stochastic
sea. As a result, the atomic motion is almost regular for a time that may be
very long. From the physical point of view, the intermittency of the center-
of-mass motion is due to the intermittent oscillations of the effective optical
potential Ueff = −
p
N u cos x − z=2 which governs the translational motion
of the atom [?].
The Levy flights impact the statistical properties of the atomic motion result-
ing in the anomalous diffusion. It was numerically found in [?] that the second
moment of the position of atom in a cavity evolves in time as x2  , where
the transport exponent  may vary from the value  ’ 1, corresponding to the
normal diffusion, to the value  ’ 2 corresponding to the superdiffusion. The
Poincare theorem states that every trajectory of a closed conservative dynami-
cal system, except for trajectories of the set of zero measure, returns arbitrarily
close to its origin infinitely many times. The recurrence time distribution in
the system with perfect mixing is known to be Poissonian, P () = h−1e−h ,
where h is the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy. The motion with intermittency and
Levy flights leads to the power law, P ()  −γ at  !1. The exponents 
and γ are related to each other, and their values depends on the values of the
control parameters , , and N because by changing them one changes the
topology of the phase space.
The atom-photon interaction in a cavity may be considered as the chaotic
scattering problem [?,?] where a two-level atom is scattered by the standing-
wave light or by an optical potential. In difference from the usual scattering of
atoms by light [?], the effective optical potential Ueff of the strongly coupled
atom-field system depends not only on the field but on the atomic variables
as well. Let two atomic detectors to be placed at the cavity mirrors and let
them detect the time T of atomic exit from the cavity. Let the identically
prepared atoms with given initial momenta p0 be placed one by one in the
middle of the cavity. The dependence T (p0) has been found in [?,?] to have
a beautiful selfsimilar structure with the Hausdorff dimension to be equal to
d ’ 1:84. Tiny interplay between all the degrees of freedom is responsible for
trapping atoms with T !1 even in a very short microcavity. Simulation in
the cited papers has been performed with a cavity whose length is equal to two
standing-wave lengths. Two kinds of atomic fractals have been found in [?], a
countable fractal (a set of p0 generating separatrix-like atomic trajectories) and
a seemingly uncountable fractal with a set of p0 generating infinite walkings
of atoms inside the cavity.
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4 Hamilton-Schrodinger equations and semiquantum dynamics
4.1 Derivation of equations of motion
In this section we again consider a two-level atom as a point particle but
electronic and field degrees of freedom are treated as fully quantum ones in the
Schrodinger picture. It enables us to study the role that field quantum statistic
and atomic superposition play in the full atom-field dynamics including chaos.
We start with the Hamiltonian H^ (1).











where h : : : i denotes an expectation value of the corresponding operator over
a quantum state jΨi of the electronic-field Hamiltonian. Using the same nor-
malizations and notations as in the preceding section, we get
_x = p; _p = −hu^i sin x; (12)
where hu^i = hΨ()ju^0jΨ()i.
Let us expand a state vector of the electronic-field subsystem over the basic





an()j2; ni+ bn()j1; ni
)
; (13)
where an and bn are the probability amplitudes to find the atom in its excited
or ground state with n photons in the mode, respectively. Substitution of the
vector (13) in the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
i~j _Ψi = H^jΨi (14)














n + 1 an cos x
)
; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
(15)
where a = n!f +!a=2 and b = (n+1)!f −!a=2. Introducing the following
combinations of the probability amplitudes:












; zn = janj2 − jbn+1j2; (16)
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we get the quantum Bloch-like equations
_un = vn;
_vn = −un + 2
p
n + 1 zn cos x;
_zn = −2
p
n + 1 vn cos x; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
(17)
where the detuning  is the same as in (6). After computing hu^i, we obtain
our basic Hamilton-Schrodinger equations
_x = p;
_p = − 1∑
n=0
p
n + 1un sin x;
_un = vn;
_vn = −un + 2
p
n + 1 zn cos x;
_zn = −2
p
n + 1 vn cos x; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : :
(18)
This infinite set of nonlinear ODE's possesses an infinite number of the inte-





















and the global integral reflecting conservation of the total probability
1∑
n=0
Rn = 1: (21)
The quantities that can be measured in real experiments are the atomic posi-





The semiquantum equations (18)  (21) should be compared with the semi-
classical equations (7) and (8) because they describe the same physical situ-
ation but on the different ground. They are exactly identical in the case of
the initial Fock state of the cavity field with n quanta and the atom to be
prepared initially in one of its energetic states. It is easy to show that an in-
finite number of equations (18) reduces in this case to five equations (7) with
N = n + (z + 1)=2 = n + 1 if jΨ(0)i = j2; ni and N = n if jΨ(0)i = j1; ni. If
the atom is initially prepared in a general superposition state and the field is
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